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December is here with a blast of cold weather, at least in New England. I have
been traveling for work, for teaching and to do more photography for my project
on foreclosures. I have also been working very hard on Photo Synesi,
http://www.photosynesi.com/ our online service connecting aspiring
photographers to professionals, providing them with individual and insightful
critiques on their photographs.
We have been live nearly two months and amazing things are happening. We
already had a host of customers — who are getting in-depth feedback and advice
from the world's best photographers/teachers. Here's what they're saying:

"I was excited to get comments from Michael... I thought that [his] review was
excellent, as were comments regarding where to go next. I'm very satisfied with
that. I enjoyed the Photo Synesi experience and will most likely submit images
again."

You can get feedback on your own photographs through
http://www.photosynesi.com/ In time for the holidays, we're providing a discount

— see the details below. A few of our photographers/reviewers have already
been blogging about us! Read what they had to say...
Bob Krist — Have Your Work Reviewed by Top Pros
Michael Eudenbach — The newly launched Photo Synesi website
Genevieve Russell — introducing photo synesi
The best way to understand how useful the reviews can be is to see the highlights
from a review by Martha Rial. There, you can see a sample of the images from
the project and hear her reaction and feedback to those images.

This month, we're running another promotion for Photo Synesi... but only today!
Tweet or update your Facebook status:
TWITTER » @photosynesi is giving away 25% off Extensive Reviews today (12/8).
Re-tweet and follow to get one.
FACEBOOK » Photo Synesi is giving away 25% off Extensive Reviews today
(12/8). Update your status to this, become a fan, and post a note to our wall to
get one.
To get your coupon, just tweet and follow us on Twitter. Or update, post, and
become a Fan on Facebook. Everyone who responds will get the discount. You
have until midnight EST on 12/8 hours to act. You don't need to order a review,
just tweet/post and we'll get you the coupon.

Otherwise, in November, I also wrote and posted blog entries titled:
•
•
•
•

Introducing Photo Synesi!
The making of a grumpy old photographer
Creativity and Solitude
Open sourcing the business side of photography (part two of two)

I also posted a new podcast in November:
• “Akka (the movie)” — This short movie explores my daughter and my niece’s

experience living and working in India during the summer of 2010, which they
spent volunteering at the Parikrma school in Bangalore, India.

In November, I also posted another blog entry on the B&H InSights blog / site,
which you can read at:
http://www.bhinsights.com/content/being-photographic-heretic-part-i-2.html
All my entries there can be seen at: http://www.bhinsights.com/blog/18391

To escape the winter cold I am heading off to Asia for a couple assignments and
some workshop teaching (as well as some personal work.) In January, I will be in
Vietnam. Speaking of good food, in June I will also be teaching in Italy.
Images from Italy and Vietnam are seen in this newsletter. The Italy class, A
photography workshop in Light and Shadow, Moment and Motion, June 12-22,
2011 has only two spots left, so if you are interested, read more at:
http://www.davidhwells.com/Italy/index.html The Vietnam class is also filling up
fast (and approaching soon,) so if you are interested, read more at
http://www.objectifs.com.sg/ed-photography.htm You can always find my

upcoming classes on the “workshops” page of my site:
http://www.davidhwells.com/workshops/index.html
I hope you enjoyed my latest monthly newsletter. I welcome your feedback. If you
know people who would be interested in getting these, please encourage them to
sign up at http://thewellspoint.com/wp-login.php?action=register
Thanks,
David H. Wells
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